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Emerald is the most prized variety of Beryl. The
use of emeralds in jewelry and objects of person-

al adornment date back for millennia. It is the birth-
stone of May and has been a growing trend recently
after a long-term pause.

Emeralds occur in a range of modified green colors.
The ideal emerald color is described by GIA as “vivid,
slightly bluish green,” although it is not uncommon
to see pure green or slightly yellowish green speci-
mens. Pure green is the rarest, while emeralds with
a yellow modifier are often less desirable. 

There is typically a strict tone description required of
emerald in trade. If it is not medium or darker many
dealers do not consider the stone emerald. Instead
they classify it as green beryl. While this might seem
reasonable for practical purposes, scientifically the
variety is defined by its coloring agent. AGL New
York recognizes any green beryl colored by chromi-
um and/or vanadium as emerald regardless of the
tone. Almost all emeralds contain iron as a trace ele-
ment, though the amount may change from one for-
mation to another. A beryl variety that owes its green
color to iron only is named green beryl.

The earliest documented source of emeralds is the
Cleopatra Mine in Egypt. Other relatively early
sources include what is today Pakistan and Austria,
although neither is commercially viable. However,
modern gem traders owe their perception of what
constitutes a truly fine gem quality emerald to one
source—Colombia. Spanish explorers changed the

course of emerald mining with their arrival in the
new world around the 16th century. Colombia quick-
ly became known and recognized as the premier
emerald source of the world; and has dominated the
emerald market ever since. 

Today, gem grade emerald deposits exist in a num-
ber of locations around the world. These include
Brazil, Zambia, Mozambique, Nigeria, Zimbabwe,
Tanzania, China, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, Russia,
Australia and the USA (North Carolina). New findings
coming from Ethiopia and emphasis on traditional
sources such as Colombia and Zambia have been
attracting more attention to this green beauty. 

EMERALD:
THE BIRTHSTONE OF MAY, HAS RECENTLY BEEN
A GROWING TREND AFTER A LONG TERM
PAUSE.

Colombian Emerald crystal and faceted. 
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Zambia is second after Colombia in today’s market.
Even the finest of Zambian stones trade at a discount
to top Colombian stones. This must be viewed in con-
text. Dealers report that for qualities of upper fine and
above, there is little demand for non-Colombia materi-
al. Zambian emerald is desired for its tendency to be
slightly higher in clarity but the material can also be
overly dark. This is most apparent in larger sizes. In
the better qualities emerald from this location is gen-
erally considered more affordable than Colombian
emerald. 

Brazil also produces a large volume of emeralds,
although most of it is limited to the commercial
grades. In terms of economic value, Brazil is ranked
third behind Colombia and Zambia. With the majority
of this production being commercial quality, small
stones are cut in calibrated sizes. However, one needs
to remember that every mine can produce extra fine
goods as well as low commercial and non-gem mate-
rial. 

Formation of emerald requires unusual geological con-
ditions, which also make emerald brittle relative to
many other gemstones. Due to its formation and the
mining techniques commonly used, emerald tends to

contain fissures and fractures which can diminish its
transparency. In fact, included stones are expected
and high clarity stones are rare. Due to its fissured and
fractured nature, emerald’s transparency is almost
always compromised. Historically, different types of
oils, waxes and resins have been used to mask the
surface reaching breaks in order to enhance the clarity.
The most common and practical treatment for emer-
ald is clarity enhancement. Unlike heat treatment, oil-
ing changes the appearance but not structure. In the
last a few decades, different types of polymer have
been used. Clarity enhancement can dramatically
affect clarity and transparency. The price difference
between treated and natural fine and extra fine emer-
ald can be substantial. 

Emerald does not respond well to heat treatment.
Irradiation (to improve color) is known but the results
are uninspiring. Use of polymer with dyes is also well-
known. This should be disclosed as color treatment
(dye) and it has a substantial effect on pricing. The use
of polymer to fuse the pieces of beryl or low-grade
emerald together in order to create bigger pieces has
been reported since the mid 2000s. These stones are
considered as “composite” and must be distinguished
from emerald for disclosure purposes.u


